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Requesting Agency Information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This first section is for the requesting agency information. All fields in this section of the form are required, and current contact information is included in these requirements.ORI information is also required. If the agency doesn’t have a current ORI, they should select “No” and this will be an indicator to those processing the form that an ORI should be created.If the agency already has an ORI, they should click “Yes” and a new field will appear, requiring an ORI to be entered.To complete the rest of the request, the “Next” button on the bottom right, or the “Review Request(s)” tab at the top of the form, should be clicked.



Review Request Pt. 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This portion is devoted to the request itself and begins with clicking a dropdown and selecting whether this request is for draft legislation, or for an enacted bill or statute.Next to some of the areas where information is requested, there are tooltips (?) that have more in-depth explanations about what needs to be entered in those fields. The tooltip next to the request for state statute information explains that a PDF of the appropriate state statute is requested, and a convenient upload button is provided to do so.The next field is supplied so the agency can type out the section(s) and page number(s) of the statute or bill, that contains the relevant language and requirements that pertains to the request(s). The agency can enter the categories of individuals, employment/license types, and corresponding sections of statutes/bills in the fields provided, and by clicking on the blue word “Add”, more lines can be added to accommodate for multiple categories or employment/license types. If one of these lines needs to be removed, the “X” on the right side of the line can be used to do so.



Review Request Pt. 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preceding the field for the agency to type in a proposed reason fingerprinted, there is a list of acceptable characters for use in creating an RFP. If the agency needs to propose more than one RFP, the blue “Add” button simply needs to be selected to add more lines.There is a field provided so the agencies can type out the statute sections that specify state agency responsibility.If the agency has not previously submitted versions of the bill or statute, they should select “No”. If they have previously submitted, they should select “Yes”. Two new fields should show up and they should enter the date it was previously submitted in YYYYMMDD format, and they should select the “Approval” or “Denial” button that pertains to the outcome of the previous submission.Once the agency has completed all the appropriate fields, they can click submit and the form will automatically be sent to the Applicant Unit Supervisor for approval. If the request is not approved, an email will be sent to the agency. If the request is approved, the form will be forwarded via email to CJILU and the Bureau Chief will be carboned.
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